
  

  

QA Solution Tester  

About the job  

As a key player within the DOTSCREEN DevOps team, you will be in charge of verification and 
validation of our Media applications & solutions. 

You will be integrated to one of our project teams and you will report directly to the Project 
manager in charge. 

You will need to work and provide testing on apps  :  

 for all types of platforms  : 
iOS, Apple TV , Androidn Android TV, Playstation, Smat TVs, Smart Watches, Set top 
Boxes…  

 for major international customers  : 
Bein Sports, ESPN, Vodafone, HBO, TF1, Fox, FreenetTV, France TV, Orange, OCS, 
Samsung, Free, Bouygues Telecom, Telefonica...  

 in a dynamic and friendly environment   

Key responsibilities include :   

 Definition of test strategy, and writing of test plan in accordance with the project team  
 Test script writing, or adaptation of existing ones  
 Writing of user stories acceptance criteria, collaborating with the Product Owner 
 User stories validation  
 Execution and supervision of test campaigns, in a context of manual tests, bug fixing 

tests, but also automated tests 
 Contribution to the acceptance test phase before production 
 Investigation on issues, bugs, and functional regressions  
 Communication with developers 
 Report of activity to Project team 
 Contribution to Stand-up et Sprint planning meetings 
 Continuous improvement of the testing process 
 Suggestion of product improvement 

Required skills  

 Ideally, you have some experience in QA testing or development  
 You have a background in Scienceor Tech. Educational background in development or 

engineering is appreciated – but we also accept self-educated, motivated people ! 
 You are familiar with HTML 5 / CSS 3 / JavaScript / Git environments  
 You are sensitive to UX and Design understanding on mobile/TV apps.  
 You are autonomous, organised and rigorous  

Why DOTSCREEN ? 

We have kept a Start-up spirit - innovation is in our heart and is our motivation. We work on 
international projects for major Key account customers woldwide in the Media industry.   

We like our staff members to advance their career and always enable them to evolve working on 
the diverse technologies exisiting on our markets (IOS, Android, JS/HTML5, C#, Backend),  



Location   
104 Avenue Edouard Vaillant, 92100 Boulogne-Billancourt, France 

100 meters from the Metro stop « Marcel Sembat » – Line 9  

Our Business  

DOTSCREEN is one of the leading European, truly « multi-screen » agency that creates, designs 
and develops custom applications on any Internet-connected mass-market device such as 
smartTV, OTT boxes including Roku and AppleTV, set-top box, game consoles, HBBTV, 
smartphones, tablets, connected car radios, smartwatches, Google Glass…   

 

 

 

 


